Abstract Allostery is the phenomenon of changes in the structure and activity of proteins that appear as a consequence of ligand binding at sites other than the active site. Studying mechanistic basis of allostery leading to protein design with predetermined functional endpoints is an important unmet need of synthetic biology. Here, we screened the amino acid sequence landscape in search of sequence-signatures of allostery using Recurrence Quantitative Analysis (RQA) method. A characteristic vector, comprised of 10 features extracted from RQA was defined for amino acid sequences. Using Principal Component Analysis, four factors were found to be important determinants of allosteric behavior. Our sequence-based predictor method shows 82.6% accuracy, 85.7% sensitivity and 77.9% specificity with the current dataset. Further, we show that Laminarity-Mean-hydrophobicity representing repeated hydrophobic patches is the most crucial indicator of allostery. To our best knowledge this is the first report that describes sequence determinants of allostery based on hydrophobicity. As an outcome of these findings, we plan to explore possibility of inducing allostery in proteins.
Introduction
Binding of a ligand at particular sites of certain proteins produces unique structural changes in the protein. This effect known as allostery, accompanies conformational changes associated with altering interactions at the active sites (which may be far away from the causal binding site) (Monod et al. 1963) . Allosteric behavior affects the functional property of the protein and is therefore, important in understanding the construction of proteins and designing novel interactions. Figure 1 illustrate the allosteric behavior of a protein.
Further, understanding allostery can be used to study metabolic regulation, cell signaling and provide pointers to new classes of drugs that function by allosteric mechanisms (Berg et al. 2002) . This raises key sequence-centric questions. Can allostery be diagnosed/predicted from sequence information alone? If so, how and to what level of accuracy? Bio-informatics approaches to answer such questions begin with enquiry into sequence signatures at the amino acid residue level. Lockless et al. (2003) identified evolutionary conserved networks of residues in three structurally and functionally distinct protein families, G protein-coupled receptors, the chymotrypsin class of serine proteases and hemoglobins, using multiple sequence alignment. Subsequently, residues involved in allosteric interactions were identified from sequence conservation in PDZ (Post synaptic density protein (PSD95), Drosophila disc large tumor suppressor (DlgA), and Zonula occludens-1 protein (zo-1)) domain family, G protein-coupled receptors and Lectins using multiple sequence alignment (Dima and Thirumalai 2006) . We did not come across any study aimed at extracting protein sequence features and connecting with the higher level allostery phenomena. Our goal was not a symbolic analysis of the sequence information, but a holistic feature extraction obtained through a transformation of sequence information into a global representation.
Recurrence Quantification Analysis (RQA) is a nonlinear dynamic approach based on Recurrence plot, a graphical tool, developed by Eckmann et al. (1987) to study recurrence phenomena. It was later quantified by Zbilut and Webber (1992) and popularised as Recurrence Quantification Analysis. RQA has been found to be suitable in finding patterns in short, non-stationary numerical sequences and has been successfully applied to the analysis of amino acid sequences of proteins (Porrello et al. 2004; Zbilut et al. 2004; Colafranceschi et al. 2005; Bruni et al. 2009 ).
Recurrence Quantification Analysis was used for the comparison of different signals that in our study are amino acid sequences (Porrello et al. 2004; Zbilut et al. 2004; Colafranceschi et al. 2005; Bruni et al. 2009 ). In this work we demonstrate how the sequence representation, based on the dynamical signature of residue hydrophobicity distribution along the chain, allows for the prediction of allosteric character of proteins.
Materials and methods

Data set
We used available dataset of allosteric protein consisting of 51 allosteric proteins and 21 non-allosteric proteins from the previously compiled database (Daily and Gray 2007) . This database describes six local motions of residues that define allostery and is currently the best known dataset to our knowledge. To meet good data quality standards, we considered only single chain proteins for an unbiased representation in terms of RQA of their sequences. This in turn implies that our model focuses on the conformational changes at the tertiary level of the structures, which controls the basic functions of the protein. Changes in the quaternary structure are outside the scope of the current proposed approach. Single chain proteins of varying lengths were taken from different species of bacteria, fungi and mammals including R. norvegicus, H. sapiens, O. mykiss B. Taurus and P. catodon. These fall under the classes of allosteric and signaling proteins such as DNA-binding proteins, G proteins, protein kinases and bacterial response regulators. The allostery protein dataset comprised of 14 allosteric and 9 non-allosteric single chain proteins of varying lengths and these are shown in Table 1 .
Method
Recurrence quantification analysis as applied to the protein data set Recurrence Quantification Analysis was applied to transform allostery protein dataset into quantified statistical variables. Among several options available, we chose hydrophobicity as a key parameter to effect this transformation since it significantly impacts protein folding and interaction dynamics. Based on the extracted signature features of allosteric behavior, we developed a tool for predicting allostery from sequence information alone. To obtain a recurrence plot for each of the hydrophobicity mapped amino acid sequences of allostery protein dataset, we first produced an embedding matrix which projects the sequence information into a higher dimensional space. Distance matrix was computed from this embedding matrix by finding the Euclidean distance among all the rows of the matrix. From the distance matrix, values that fell below a predefined radius were considered as recurrences and set to 1 and the rest of the values were set to 0 to form the recurrence matrix. Recurrence plot is a visualization of a recurrence matrix where all the 1s and 0s of the recurrence matrix are replaced by black and white dots respectively.
We demonstrate our method through a toy example. Consider a hypothetical protein having a length of 22 amino acids: MTRMTRMTRGHHHHHELHHHHH. This sequence was mapped by replacing all amino acids with their corresponding Miyazawa Jernigan hydrophobicity index (Jernigan 1985 ) (this index has been shown to be satisfactory from other studies). 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 A distance matrix was constructed by computing the pairwise Euclidean norm of all the rows of the embedding matrix as follows:
where (P 1 , P 2 , P 3 … P n ) and (Q 1 , Q 2 , Q3 … Q n ) are the two rows in consideration. The distance matrix of our example is computed and given below: Distance matrix is a symmetric matrix having n 9 n elements (where 'n' is the number of rows in embedding matrix) with an all-zero main diagonal. This distance matrix was transformed into the recurrence matrix by implementing a cut-off limit (radius) to capture the coarse information from the matrix. All the elements in the distance matrix with distance equal to or below the selected radius were set to 1 and all other elements to 0. The recurrence matrix, RM for our example with radius r = 0.5 is given below: Figure 2 illustrates the recurrence plot of a hypothetical protein MTRMTRMTRGHHHHHELHHHHH with embedding dimension = 3, radius = 0.5 and time delay = 2. Here 0 is represented as a white dot and 1 as a black dot.
Given that fact that for quantitative studies, visual representation is insufficient, a meaningful quantification was derived out of recurrence plots using ten such quantifications. 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5 RM ¼ 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 R1: Recurrence measure is a measure of the proportion of recurrence phenomena derived from the recurrence plot. This is indicated by the 1s in the recurrence matrix. R1 is defined as the number of non zero elements in the recurrence matrix (excluding the main diagonal elements)/total number of elements in the recurrence matrix. In our example this is 0.15 (i.e., 42/324).
R2: Deterministic measure represents a measure of the predictability (determinism) of the system under consideration. A periodic signals results in very long diagonal lines whereas chaotic and stochastic signals give short diagonal lines or no diagonal lines at all. We considered the proportion of the recurrent points forming diagonal lines having a length of at least 2. Diagonal lines orthogonal to the main diagonal line were not considered. R2 was defined as the number of points in the diagonal lines divided by the total number of recurrence points excluding the elements of the main diagonal. The value of deterministic measure for our example turned out to be 0.43 (i.e., 26/61).
R3:
Lmax is the length of the longest diagonal line excluding the main diagonal line. As diagonal lines are related to determinism, if R3 is small (B2) it indicates chaotic system. If the value is large ([2), it indicates a deterministic system. In the case of our toy example the length of the diagonal line other than the main diagonal is 2.5.
R4: Information entropy is a measure of the Shannon information entropy computed over the frequency distribution of the lengths of the diagonal lines of recurrent points. It measures the variety of diagonal lines and reflects the complexity of the Recurrence Plot. For periodic systems its value is rather small (B2) indicating low complexity. For our example R4 is 0.69.
R5: Laminarity measure is a measure of the proportion of recurrence points forming vertical/horizontal lines having at least a minimum length of 2. R5 is defined as the number of points in such vertical/horizontal lines divided by the total number of recurrence points. In our example the laminarity measure was found to be 0.43 (i.e., 26/61).
R6: Trap Time measures the average length of vertical lines indicating the mean time that the system will remain in a specific state. R6 is defined as the number of recurrence points forming vertical/horizontal lines divided by the length of the vertical/horizontal structure. In our example the trap time was found to be 2.88 (26/ 2 ? 3 ? 4).
R7: T1 (Mean Recurrence Time-Type I) is the average time distance between a point and its recurrence in the embedding matrix. In the case of our example this was found to be 2.69.
R8: T2 (Mean Recurrence Time-Type II) is the average time distance between a point and its recurrence in the embedding matrix excluding time distance of one unit. It is a measure of time distance with laminarity measure removed. In our example this was found to be 4.23.
In addition to the above order-dependant quantifications, two more order independent quantifications were added for analysis. These were R9, the hydrophobicity values of all amino acids in the given sequence and R10, the standard deviation of the hydrophobicity value of all the amino acids in the sequence. In the example these corresponded to 5.48 and 1.67 respectively.
The 10 element feature vector for our toy example equals following values:
Principal component analysis of RQA descriptors
The 10 element feature vector was extracted for each protein in the allostery dataset using Recurrence The most prominent variables of this feature vector were extracted using Principal Component Analysis. We first processed the matrix A by subtracting the mean value of each of the columns from each element of the column and obtain the standardized matrix B. Then a standardized correlation matrix C was determined using the formula:
The correlation matrix (Table 2) , C represents the interrelationship between the standardized variables and how they co-vary. This standardized correlation matrix, C is used in the characteristic equation |C-k I| = 0, where I is the identity matrix, k represents the eigen-value. Solving this equation gives rise to eigen-values and eigenvectors. Each eigen-value is the amount of the variance and the corresponding eigenvector represents the direction of variance, each eigenvector is a factor. We found ten factors that are orthogonal to each other and whose eigenvalues are a linear combination of the variance of the ten variables. Table 3 shows the factors, eigen-values, the proportion of variance accounted for by the factor in percentage and the cumulative variance in percentage. The eigen-values were arranged in descending order to highlight the important eigen-values (Table 3) .
Initially factors 1-6 (shown in bold) were retained which cover up to 98.9% of the total variance. From the factors retained, key factors were selected. All factor loadings with values of ±3.0 or greater were considered significant. The amount of variance of the original variables on each of these factors is represented in Table 4 . The most significant factor loadings are shown in bold.
Prediction of allostery based on derived factors
The allostery dataset (Table 1) was sorted into training and test datasets. The training dataset was used to develop a model to predict the allosteric behavior of proteins and the test dataset was used to assess the goodness of the model. The training and test datasets are presented in Table 5 .
First, a Linear Discriminant Classification Analysis was conducted on the training dataset. This took four crucial factors retrieved by the Principal Component Analysis as input and resulted in classification functions for allosteric and non-allosteric group of proteins as given below: From the classification functions so obtained, we could predict the probability of a protein in the test dataset (to be allosteric or non-allosteric) using the Bayesian based Linear Discrimination Analysis approach. Likewise, we subjected the entire allostery dataset to a Linear Discriminant Classification Analysis and derived the following classification functions:
Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD), a measure of the general flexibility measure of a protein, was computed for all the proteins in the allostery dataset. Root Mean Square Deviation is a general feature of the between configuration comparison, computed over the entire protein 3D structure. In addition, a correlation between this global flexibility and allosteric flexibility (probability estimate of allostery) was also observed.
Results
Recurrence plots extracted from comparative data analysis showed single black dots, diagonal lines and vertical/horizontal lines. Single dots emerged when the states occurred sporadically. Diagonal lines running parallel to the main diagonal indicate recurrences consecutively occurring in the sequence. The diagonal lines perpendicular to the main diagonal are formed when the same states are revisited but in the reverse temporal order. Vertical/horizontal lines are formed when states are not altered for a successive period of time, i.e. when the same value is repeated. Such patches are found repeating horizontally and vertically. Figure 3 shows the recurrence plot of 'ras', an allosteric protein (PDB id-42Q1). The square box indicates a region with typical repeated hydrophobicity patches. Six factors (Table 4 ) that emerged, after applying Principal Component Analysis on the characteristic vector obtained upon subjecting the allostery dataset to Recurrence Quantitative Analysis, were interpreted as follows: We observed that factor f1 had high correlation amongst all RQA variables R1 to R7 except R8. These variables represented hydrophobicity patterns extracted by correlating a protein with itself. Thus factor f1 was interpreted as the relative amount of hydrophobicity autocorrelation of the protein. We found that the most loaded variable on factor f2 was R8 and was negatively correlated with R9. Thus f2 implies that the variability in amino acid composition tends to lower the possibility of nearby recurrence. The third factor, f3, had R9, which stood for mean, as the leading loaded variable. This implies that high values of f3 go together with high average hydrophobicity of the sequences. R9 (Mean) and R5 (Laminarity measure) were found to be positively correlated in factor f4. We represented f4 as Laminarity-Mean-hydrophobicity measure. LaminarityMean-hydrophobicity measure points to the presence of repetitive elevated hydrophobicity patches along the sequence. This feature is important since laminarity measure was observed to correlate with high motion and flexible sequence patches ). Thus we could interpret that the presence of relatively long repetitive patches of hydrophobic residues corresponds to more flexible parts of the protein structure. We ignored f5 and f6 as they did not have any meaningful correlation. Thus factors f1, f2, f3 and f4 were found to be crucial and were retained for further study. This step ends with a general picture of our data set proteins in terms of the hydrophobicity distribution along the chains. This picture is represented by mutually independent dimensions (factors) that can in turn be studied for its predictive power.
Linear Discriminant Analysis on both training and test dataset as well as on the entire allostery dataset resulted in classification functions in which the weights assigned to factor f4 has maximal difference between allosteric and non-allosteric coefficients. From this marked difference we inferred that f4 plays a major role in the classification of allosteric from non-allosteric groups. This classification proved to be highly significant at Fisher exact test (P \ 0.007). On the test dataset, our prediction resulted in 82.6% accuracy, 85.7% sensitivity and 77.8% specificity whereas 82.6% accuracy, 85.7% sensitivity and 77.9% specificity was observed on the entire allostery dataset. Figure 4 reports the classification of the entire allostery dataset using the probability estimate of allostery, P(A). This probability estimate is found to separate allosteric and non-allosteric groups of proteins with a mixed phase in between. Allostery is an intrinsic property of any protein (Gunasekaran et al. 2004 ). Our method of discriminating allosteric and non-allosteric structures makes sense only along a continuous line. As a consequence we could observe the presence of an intermediate 'grey zone' between the 'extremely allosteric' and 'weakly allosteric' sub-sets (Ferreiro et al. 2011 ). We observed a statistically significant correlation between the probability estimate of Fig. 3 Recurrence plot of the sequence MTRMTRMTRGHHHH HELHHHHH. (Embedding dimension = 3, radius = 0.5 and time delay = 2); 0 is in white and 1 is in black Fig. 4 Classification of allosteric and non-allosteric proteins of the entire allostery dataset using probability estimate allostey computed using Linear Discriminant Analysis with Root Mean Square Deviation, as shown in Table 6 . Figure 5 depicts the correlation between the probability estimate of allostery, P(A) and Root Mean Square Deviation. It shows four proteins that were incorrectly predicted by Linear Regression Analysis. They were found to be relatively distant from the regression line between probability estimate of allostery, P(A) and Root Mean Square Deviation, confirming that the model is driven by estimated probability of allostery of proteins.
Discussion
Allostery is an important biological regulatory mechanism in organisms. Majority of the findings related to allostery are found along the classical structure-function paradigm. This has been complemented at the sequence level by identifying residues that participate in allosteric interactions and the evolutionarily conserved residues in allosteric proteins (Lockless et al. 2002) . To our best knowledge, the current report is the first study that attempts to extract allosteric behavior from amino acid sequence information alone. Our definition of allostery is based on specific residues that are more involved than others in the allosteric configuration switch. In this study, we used a reductionist approach whereby the primary sequence data of the protein was considered for Recurrence Quantitative Analysis, with hydrophobicity as the key driver of the conformational change exhibited by such proteins. The hydrophobicity index describing the various amino acids was quantified into variables using Recurrence Quantitative Analysis. Combining these models with multivariate statistical analysis produced a model which could significantly distinguish allosteric and non-allosteric proteins. Positive correlations between two Recurrence Quantitative Analysis variables, hydrophobicity mean and hydrophobicity laminarity emerged as the most significant factor in determining allostery. This implies that when the variability is high, the possibility of finding repeated hydrophobic patches (laminarity measure) also increases. Laminarity measure was observed to be correlated to high motion and flexible regions of the proteins (Zbilut et al. 2003) . Allostery is intrinsically related to flexibility and allosteric proteins undergo greater conformational changes, thus displaying greater flexibility and regions with high mobility (Gunasekaran et al. 2004) . From these findings it was inferred that laminarity is relatively greater in allosteric proteins i.e. the possibility of finding repeated hydrophobic patches is high. Our approach though promising does come with some limitations. Our method is applicable only to single chain proteins (it is not possible to get a unique sequence based representation chemico-physical interactions. Nevertheless, the method shows potential to predict allostery based purely on sequence information. This has application towards synthetic design of proteins. Creating artificial protein switches is an important goal of synthetic biology due to its application towards developing novel biosensors. Our study offers interesting pointers in the direction of designing novel proteins with allosteric properties. However, more work needs to done in order to find linear correlates of allostery at the sequence level.
